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Abstract 

 

Buried in the Backyard:  

A Study of Locally Generated Content  

in Small U.S. Newspapers 

 

 

 

 

 

Marcus James Funk, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Gene Burd 

 

Locally generated content comprises nearly 80% of front page content for most American 
newspapers, with Associated Press and other wire service content comprising between 
15% and 20% across various circulation categories. However, newspapers with daily 

circulation between 30,000 and 50,000 provide a sharp distinction – a “curve” or 
“groove” – publishing an average of barely 60% locally generated content on their front 

page, pulling nearly 40% from wire services. The anomaly declines somewhat for 
publications with daily circulation between 50,000 and 100,000. This statistical content 
analysis of 42 American newspapers of diverse circulation sizes also reveals a universal 
focus on domestic politics, which comprises nearly a third of all locally generated and 
wire content, and reveals key commonalities across circulation categories and regional 

boundaries.
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Introduction 

 How local is the local newspaper? Conventional wisdom would argue that small town 

journalism is relentlessly and exclusively local, but the simple truth is there is no objective 

rubric for “local news” – no quantitative benchmarks, no universal definitions and no 

consistent evaluation of the “local” nature of the small newspaper business. Without such a 

statistical determination providing context, the newspaper industry bases expensive 

innovations and unproven methods upon logic rather than data. This study will address that 

void. 

 There is evidence that, at least among America‟s smallest publications, local issues 

are both more important and more profitable. Although newspaper advertising revenues 

plummeted to $24.82 billion in 2009
1
 - 28.6% less than 2008, representing both an 

accelerating decline and a drop beneath $25 billion for the first time in nearly a quarter-

century
2
 - smaller newspapers weathered the storm during at least the second quarter of that 

year, seeing only a 12.4% decline while the rest of the industry suffered a 29% decline,
3
 

drawing recognition from elite publications like the Washington Post.
4
 Could there, then, be 

a correlation between local editorial focus and fiscal sustainability? 

 A statistical content analysis of the front pages of 42 American newspapers, ranging 

from hyper-local “micro” publications to the largest newspapers in the country, will 

document precisely the quantity of front page content devoted to both locally generated news 

and wire content, including the Associated Press. Because small newspapers constitute the 

vast majority of American media,
5
 and because there is evidence their finances are healthier 

than most,
6
 a sampling range will be constructed to both fully investigate, and ably 

appreciate, key distinctions among small newspapers and smaller circulation sizes. 

Furthermore, diversity among both geographic regions and corporate ownership will be 
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established, and correlations between both regional focus and subject matter will be 

investigated for both locally generated and wire content. 

 Trends illustrated here will be of no small consequence to modern print media. 

Dramatically declining revenues and vibrant online evolution are hounding American 

newspapers who, for years, have prioritized national news and high-profile journalism. But in 

truth, their survival may simply depend on highlighting local news buried in their own 

backyards. 
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Connection to Theory and Literature Review 

Gatekeeping Theory 

 Gatekeeping theory has always been a critical element of newspaper research, 

particularly concerning wire service news. In his pioneering 1949 study, David Manning 

White established that both professional predispositions and personal tastes can influence 

what content receives publication, and what content is excluded.
7
 Such an analysis is 

expedited when all content is effectively neutral, thus eliminating the possibility that personal 

or professional feelings toward the author could trump considerations surrounding the topic. 

White‟s solution was to study a wire editor‟s selections for a week, using the generic and 

ubiquitous qualities of national wire content to facilitate his study of one local individual.
8
 

 His findings corresponded with studies by Wilbur Schram who articulated the 

complicated relationship between news content and subjective individual perception.
9
 

Donsbach, too, identified a range of corporate and personal characteristics that can be noticed 

and quantified in print journalism products.
10

 These findings also match later studies by 

Shoemaker and Reese, who established that media institutions as a whole could serve as 

functioning gatekeepers
11

 and that “newspaper routines” concerning newsworthiness 

influenced considerably more editorial influence on news content than forces tied to 

individual journalists or newsroom diversity.
12

 

 “Gatekeeping determines what becomes a person‟s social reality, a particular view of 

the world,” Shoemaker and Vos
13

 wrote in 2009. “Although a single gatekeeping decision 

may itself seem trivial, both varied messages and common messages emergy every day, 

making the gatekeeping process complicated and highly significant.” 

 Those studies, and in particular White‟s initial inquiry, have provided a wide 

foundation for a range of theoretical gatekeeping applications. Studies concerning the 
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intersections of editorial selections and gender roles,
14

 evolving media studies,
15

 sports 

journalists,
16

 public affairs television
17

 and natural disasters
18

 have all been well documented, 

along with inquiries into international terrorism
19

 and post 9/11 national identity.
20

 Even 

more academic applications, including the New York Times’ role in establishing historical 

record,
21

 have found a receptive foundation in gatekeeping theory. 

Small American Newspaper Research 

 Literature concerning small publications has an equally broad base, although it lacks 

the same clearly articulated origin. “Small newspapers,” as a categorization, is defined by 

Editor and Publisher as any publication with daily circulation smaller than 50,000; in 2004, 

Lauterer established that 85% of the 1,456 daily American newspapers fit that category,
22

 

and the figures were even larger for weekly and bi-weekly publications.
23

 By 2007, Editor 

and Publisher documented that only about a third of newspapers circulated more than 25,000 

copies daily, with nearly 45% printing less than 10,000 daily circulation.
24

 Conversely, only 

a small fraction published more than 100,000 copies daily. 

 Such publications clearly differ from their larger counterparts, and there are key 

differences between various small newspaper categories as well. Proximity to a local 

community is typically what sets them apart from metropolitan publications, whose 

circulation sizes often permeate diverse municipalities and unique neighborhoods. Without 

that fragmented geographical (and potentially ideological) base, small newspapers often 

reflect identities established for years,
25

 illustrating personal bonds,
26

 community 

development applications
27

 and even special recognition for the obituaries page.
28

 And when 

those publications fold, as Smethers et al. investigated in 1995, there is a very personal sense 

of loss in the community.
29
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 “The most dominant theme was clear,” wrote Reader
30

 during a 2006 qualitative 

analysis of differences between small and large newspapers. “Direct accountability to the 

community is the biggest difference.” 

 Geography, both as a methodological category and as an analyzed element, is 

uncommon in journalism research. While differences between small and large publications 

are prevalent, most research assumes an American unanimity among newspapers of similar 

sizes, regardless of location. There is evidence in other social science fields, however, that 

indicates political geography is secondary to regional, linguistic and ideological boundaries. 

Anderson
31

 argued the arbitrary nature of political boundaries, combined with grounding 

effects of “print capitalism,” generates far more important social borders that are often 

independent of political structures. Similarly, rather than three independent nations, 

Garreau
32

 postulated that North America “really works” as nine nations with independent 

social, cultural and linguistic identities, with each ignoring conventional political borders. 

Garreau‟s discussion was also resurrected recently in the Washington Post
33

 following a 

Russian academic‟s prediction of a fragmented America. Such scholarship begs the question 

of modern journalism, “Does geography still matter?”  

 Beyond personal or sentimental value, however, the quality of small town 

publications has been widely debated – particularly concerning their editorial judgment. 

Some studies
34

 have indicated that small publications are more likely to reflect traditional 

values to avoid offending advertisers,
35

 while other criticism identifies well-grounded 

ideological frames that can prevent innovation or critical journalism,
36

 even concerning local 

controversies,
37

 and that community culture is particularly noticeable concerning 

international news coverage in local publications.
38
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 Such a reluctance for controversial journalism, however, is not a universally accepted 

premise. Kanervo and Kanervo surveyed nearly 1,400 municipal officials in 1995, and 

demonstrated that while most preferred news with a community focus, most also desired 

serious news in their local publications.
39

 Some of the best rural publications strike a unique 

balance between universal journalistic principles and local citizenship,
40

 and there is 

evidence to indicate that urban readers have an equal appetite for religious news – a topic that 

small publications embrace, but metropolitan newspapers often handle with visible 

hesitance.
41

 There is also evidence to indicate that differences between local and 

metropolitan publications are as much geographic as they are professional or ideological, 

given that most metropolitan publications were established long before suburbanization 

became a clear demographic trend.
42

 A disparity developed between metropolitan 

newspaper‟s urban base and its increasingly suburban readers and advertisers just as upkeep 

costs for circulation departments increased;
43

 small publications in areas with less explosive 

growth have largely avoided this phenomenon. 

It is also notable that despite criticism from some academics and industry 

professionals, small publications still fared considerably better financially in 2009.
44

 

Subject Matter and Political News 

Since this study also concerns topic and subject matter, a closer inquiry into literature 

concerning news genres is also applicable. Political news, on the whole, is tied closely to 

agenda setting theory. McCombs and Shaw illustrated in 1972 that news media were closely 

tied with public perceptions of political issues, indicating a dynamic relationship between 

news producer and consumer, during the 1968 presidential campaign.
45

 Ongoing studies have 

indicated that “relevancy and uncertainty” are key factors motivating public consumption of 

news, and that such criteria reach a peak concerning political coverage – clearly among the 
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most relevant of news categories, but also largely intangible to the average reader, thus 

generating uncertainty.
46

 Chen and Lasorsa
47

 found that the opposite is also true, revealing 

that agenda-setting effects are less significant concerning more tangible news varieties, such 

as environmental or economic news. 

 Beyond these studies, however, research into various editorial subject matters is 

widely fragmented. Few studies attempt to establish a range of topics in one study, as this 

particular research attempts; instead, topics are typically assessed and researched 

independently. Studies of crime news is fairly common, with much of the focus concerning 

race relations,
48

 particularly during especially political periods,
49

 as well as a variety of 

inquiries into “mean world syndrome”
50

 and general studies on stereotyping
51

 and crime 

coverage.
52

 However, studies which assess topic as an element of media identity – rather than 

a critical distinguishing characteristic – are rare. 
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Research Questions 

 This study aims to quantify the amounts of locally generated news content and wire 

service news content in a wide range of American newspapers. Special analysis will be 

reserved for circulation size categories, given the statistical prominence and relative financial 

strength of small newspapers, but allocations for geographical region and corporate 

ownership will also be established. Associations regarding geographic focus of articles – 

local, regional, state, national or international – as well as measurements concerning their 

subject matter will also be recorded. 

 Therefore, 

RQ1) What percentage of front page content in American newspapers is produced locally, 

by local staff writers, and what percentage is pulled from wire services like the Associated 

Press? How do those figures vary between diverse circulation categories, ranging from 

micro-publications to national newspapers? 

RQ2) How do figures concerning locally generated and wire generated front page content 

vary among American geographical regions? 

RQ3) What topics do locally generated content and wire news content tend to focus on? Are 

some subject matters reserved for local writers, while others expressed primarily through 

wire services? Or not? 

RQ4) What topics do circulation categories and regional groups focus on, concerning both 

locally generated content and wire service content? Are there particular trends concerning 

small or large newspapers, or special preferences regarding particular geographic regions? 
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Research Methodology 

Securing the Data 

 This study analyzes the amount of locally generated news content and wire news 

content on the front pages of a wide range of American newspapers, making specific 

measurements for circulation size, regional representation and corporate ownership diversity. 

The statistical content analysis was conducted following the collection of front page PDFs 

and JPGs from 42 American newspapers, selected specifically to ensure the categorical range 

outlined above. 

 First, size categorizations were developed to facilitate the selection of newspaper 

candidates. Given the statistical prominence of smaller newspapers, as well as the greater 

variance between them, newspapers with less than 50,000 daily circulation were given 

particular priority. Newspapers above that size were also included, but at a lesser rate. The 

developed circulation categories are as follows. 

C1) Daily circulation < 4,999 
C2) Daily circulation between 5,000 – 9,999 
C3) Daily circulation between 10,000 – 19,999 
C4) Daily circulation between 20,000 – 29,999 
C5) Daily circulation between 30,000 – 49,999 
C6) Daily circulation between 50,000 – 99,999 
C7) Daily circulation between 100,000 – 500,000 
C8) Daily circulation > 500,000 
 
 Care was taken to ensure that a variety of small newspapers were represented, 

reflecting both their majority status among American newspapers and their relative financial 

strength in the current media market. Efforts to ensure relative diversity within those 

circulation categories were also pursued. 

 Once circulation categories were established, geographical boundaries became 

necessary. Given state-by-state differences in labor law, economic health and competition 

among media markets, establishing a national cross-section became key to ensuring objective 
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data. Furthermore, differences in those state regulations could illustrate key differences 

between editorial policies among newspapers in different states, illuminating both unique 

regional characteristics and the nature of geographical diversity in the online era. Without a 

wide geographical balance, such an analysis would be impossible. 

 The nation was, therefore, broken into six key regions. In most cases, one newspaper 

was selected to represent each state, and each of the six regions included a representative of 

each of the seven primary circulation categories; the final category, concerning national 

newspapers, was understandably tied to New York City, Los Angeles and Washington, DC. 

Forty of the fifty states were represented in this study; given the small number of states in the 

Pacific region, regional differences between northern and Southern California and coastal 

and inland Washington were allowed to substitute for state boundaries. (See Illustration 1) 
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I1: Regional Selection Map 

 
 I1: Regional selection of categorized publications. 

Once regional categorization was established, newspapers were selected to fit both 

circulation criteria and geographical representation. Finding appropriate candidates, in some 

cases, was a challenge; ultimately two publications were excluded after shifting to weekly 

publication during the sampling period, but the remaining 42 fit the selection criteria. All 

circulation sizes were matched according to Editor and Publisher’s
53

 measurements, and are 

tabulated by daily circulation, not Sunday or special issues. 

 Data was collected primarily through the Newseum
54

 website, which has a wide range 

of daily front pages available for download in PDF format. A minority of front pages were 

collected through free downloads on their individual websites, while paid subscriptions 

provided access to two remaining publications. 
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 Ultimately, this study will encompass three months of publication. However, for this 

particular version, about 2,300 articles were assessed and analyzed while the remaining data 

was being collected. 

Analyzing the Data 

 This study, on the amount of locally generated news content and wire news content 

published on the front pages of a variety of small American newspapers, utilized front page 

PDFs and JPGs from newspapers categorized by circulation size, regional geography and 

corporate ownership. Once the data set was secured, a relatively simple framework was used 

to code and categorize the data. 

 First, individual articles were established as the primary unit of analysis. While 

evaluating front pages holistically has certain merits, the principle emphasis of this analysis 

is the front page news content, not necessarily the pages themselves. Secondly, a database 

was established to retain the front page PDFs and JPGs for both easy access and future study. 

 Eight variables were established to categorize and study the data. The first pair – a 

unique ID for each article, as well as an accompanying date of publication – served as 

bookmarks for the data, and facilitated statistical analysis once the data was collected. The 

third assigned a numerical value to each publication, from 01 to the Fairbanks Daily News 

Miner (AK) to 42 for the Sheridan Press (WY). Newspapers were collected and organized 

alphabetically by state due to the default setting on the Newseum Web site‟s downloads, 

which saves files under a STATE_NEWSPAPER format; for example, AK_FDNM. 

Newspapers collected by the author from other Web sites were saved to reflect that format, 

such as WY_SP. 

 Once the newspaper was established, a fourth query identified if an article began 

above or below the fold, while a fifth established if the article contained an accompanying 
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photograph. If the article, or a substantial part of the headline, began above the fold, the 

entire article was coded as above the fold; similarly, if any photograph was included, even a 

mug shot, such inclusion was noted. Charts and graphs were also considered photographs. 

 The remaining variables related to the heart of this study – the distinction between 

locally generated and wire news, as well as the subject matter of each article. Locally 

generated content was designed to represent articles written by local staff writers at specific 

newspapers, and is the simplest of the criteria. “Combination wire” developed as a response 

to challenges in earlier research concerning Texas publications; some newspapers are fond of 

incorporating wire services and local reporting, utilizing labels such as “From Staff and Wire 

Reports,” that often insert some locally researched information into a predominately wire 

article. Such practice is more common concerning corporate ownership-based wire services, 

such as the McClatchy News Service, which are made available primarily to publications 

beneath a particular corporate umbrella. Such content is not necessarily local, but it is also 

not wire content in its purest form. This category was developed to address this distinction. 

The remaining variables, concerning the Associated Press and other specific outlets, reflected 

a predicted emphasis on those wire services. The final category, “Other Wire,” ultimately 

assumed a handful of other services, including articles pulled from the Los Angeles Times 

and Washington Post wire services. 

 Subject matter assessment was effectively broken down into two categories. In the 

previous study, both regional focus and subject matter were combined, leading to categorical 

variables such as “Local Education” and “International Weather.” Such specific criteria 

quickly became tedious, and fragmenting the criteria provided an effective method of 

streamlining the same research questions. 
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First, geographical focus was established. Location-based criteria ranging from 

“Local” to “International” established where the article was focused. In most cases, national 

news included any news events circulating nationally – not necessarily articles that focused 

exclusively on the nation as a whole. Such a distinction illustrates the differences between, 

for example, a Connecticut power plant explosion in early February which received national 

attention and the ongoing discussion surrounding national health care legislation. Dividing 

the two would be unfair, but it is worth noting that in certain instances – including 

publications near the blast in New England – national news can also be local or state news. 

 The location-based criteria also included two other categories. “Regional News” was 

designed to indicate local or nearby area news that was officially outside a publication‟s 

principle municipality but that was, nevertheless, still quite local. 

The final criterion concerned articles which pursued a local focus to an indisputably 

non-local news item. The classic example pertains to university newspapers discussing coups 

in various corners of the globe, with foreign students hailing from those nations. In this 

study, the most vibrant examples pertained to local ties to the Haiti earthquake and the 2010 

Winter Olympics. This study proposes a theoretical definition of “Lightning Rod” journalism 

for this phenomenon, resembling a local lightning rod pulling news stories out of the 

stratosphere and anchoring them on a local level. Such a theory potentially builds on 

localization research which, while not a primary research focus of this study, is nonetheless 

an important topic. 

Finally, subject matter criteria addressed the topical focus of each article. The first 

four variables – (domestic) politics, law enforcement, courts and education – were designed 

to reflect the traditional foci of news-oriented newspaper journalism, while sports news 
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provided an important fifth variable. There are a few noteworthy details concerning this 

categorization.  

First, articles were coded based upon their first focus, particularly those mentioned 

first in the headline or lede. For example, the York News-Times’ (NE) article dated Feb. 10, 

“County holds hearing on one- and six-year road program,”
55

 was considered a political 

article because the first mentioned focus was the county government. However the article in 

The Daily Sentinel (CO) headlined “Clifton lane turning to thoroughfare”
56

 was categorized 

as transportation news following the same methodology. Following such a strict regulation 

prevented personal or qualitative judgments from irregularly marking subject-based 

distinctions, particularly concerning political news. 

It is also important to note that “Law Enforcement News” pertained to a definition of 

a law enforcement reporter‟s beat, not simply crime news. Fires and search-and-rescues were 

also included in this category; furthermore, once charges in criminal investigations were 

filed, relevant articles became “Courts” news rather than “Law Enforcement” news. Category 

number seven, “Community / Advocacy / Obituary,” was designed to reflect feature news 

stories on local events or specific charitable causes. The purpose of this delineation is to 

highlight this particular style of journalism, not adopt a pejorative frame toward the format. 
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Results 

Percentages of Locally Generated and Wire News Content 

 This study, on the levels of locally generated and wire news content in a diverse 

variety of American newspapers, highlighted four key research questions before its analysis. 

Data revealed remarkable statistical trends concerning these inquiries, as well as noted 

aberrations and exceptions to the statistical means.  

RQ1) What percentage of front page content in American newspapers is produced locally, by 

local staff writers, and what percentage is pulled from wire services like the Associated 

Press? How do those figures vary between diverse circulation categories, ranging from 

micro-publications to national newspapers? 

 Concerning the first research question on the amount of locally generated news 

content and wire content on the front pages of American newspapers, data revealed that 

overall, American newspapers published approximately 79% of their front page content from 

locally generated writers. Newspapers with daily circulation beneath 29,999 published an 

average of approximately 83% locally generated content, while national newspapers (in this 

study, The New York Times, The Washington Post and The Los Angeles Times) published the 

most locally generated content, at 99.5%. Newspapers between those two categories, ranging 

from 30,000 – 99,999 daily circulation, presented a curious anomaly – the reliance on wire 

content was nearly 250% higher than the national average within the C5 category, and nearly 

200% higher than the national average in the C6 grouping.* (See Table 1) 

 

                                                
* Results concerning the C5 category also correspond with a similar, but as yet unpublished, study by the author 
concerning Texas newspapers. In that study, three publications within that category published an average of 
only 56% locally generated news content on their front pages over a month-long period; The Amarillo Globe 
News even published a 60% majority of wire content on its front page, and the Tyler Morning Telegraph ran 
nearly half of its front page content from wire services. Comparison here is problematic, given categorization 
differences and a smaller data set, but the supporting evidence does deserve mention. 
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T1: Overall Use of Locally Generated / Wire  
Content By Circulation Size 

All Figures in Percentages 

Circulation Size Local AP NYT / Other Wire Count 

C1: < 4,999 83.33 15.32 1.35 222 

C2: 5,000 - 9,999 85.37 14.63 0 294 

C3: 10,000 - 19,999 80.08 18.33 1.59 251 

C4: 20,000 - 29,999 86.24 8.56 5.20 327 

C5: 30,000 - 49,999 60.17 34.88 4.94 344 

C6: 50,000 - 99,999 71.26 15.80 12.93 348 

C7: 100,000 - 500,000 78.75 9.63 11.61 353 

C8: > 500,000 99.50 0.00 0.50 202 

Total 79.15 15.38 5.47 2341 

T1: Data chart comparing locally generated and wire news content against circulation 
size. 

 
It is important to note that the national publications, statistically, exert little influence 

on the national averages concerning locally generated and wire content. Removing C8 from 

the equation lowers the national average to 77.23% locally generated content – a subtle 

statistical difference from 79.15%, the national average when national publications are 

included. 

It is also noteworthy that the majority of wire content was Associated Press content. 

Corporate wire services, as well as combination techniques and news from national 

publications, were rare by comparison in most categories. Publications in C6 and C7 

groupings, typically regional metropolitan publications, relied almost equally on combination 

wire techniques, national publications and the Associated Press; the C6 grouping published 

15.8% of its front page content from the Associated Press and nearly 13% from other wire 

services, while the C7 grouping utilized 9.63% of its front page content from the AP and 

11.61% from other wire services. This is a noteworthy distinction, given the dominance of 

the AP in other circulation categories, but it is secondary to the holistic statistics concerning 

locally generated and wire news content. 
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Further exploring the C5 and C6 categories provides compelling, and more specific, 

data. While there was some deviation within the C5 category, covering newspapers between 

30,000 and 49,999 daily circulation, there were no dramatic outliers or statistical aberrations 

– each publication published considerably less locally generated content, and more wire 

content, than the national average. (See Table 2).  

T2: Use of Locally Generated / Wire Content Within  
30,000 – 49,999 Daily Circulation Category (C5) 

All Figures in Percentages 

C5 Publication 

 

Local AP NYT / Other Wire Count 

 
Medford Mail-Tribune (OR) 52.54 40.68 6.78 59 

Lake Charles American Press (LA) 54.84 45.16 0.00 62 

Lewiston Sun-Journal (ME) 58.21 35.82 5.97 67 

Lima News (OH) 63.83 31.91 4.26 47 

Grand Junction Sentinel (CO) 66.15 30.77 3.08 65 

Wilmington Star-News (NC) 68.18 20.45 11.36 44 

Average Within C5 60.17 34.88 4.94 344 

T2: Data chart comparing locally generated and wire news content within C5. 

Meanwhile the C6 grouping, incorporating publications between 50,000 and 99,999 

daily circulation, was highly erratic. Publication rates for locally generated news content 

varied between barely half of all front page content for the Idaho Statesman and more than 

90% for the Fort Myers News Press, illustrating a radical divide within the categorization. 

(See Table 3) 
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T3: Use of Locally Generated / Wire Content Within  
50,000 – 99,999 Daily Circulation Category (C6) 

All Figures in Percentages 

C6 Publication 

 

Local AP NYT / Other 

Wire 

Count 

 
Idaho Statesman (ID) 50.91 16.36 32.73 55 

Spokane Spokesman-Review (WA) 56 20 24 50 

Charleston Gazette (WV) 74.29 21.43 4.29 70 

Springfield News-Leader (MO) 75 16.67 8.33 48 

Press of Atlantic City (NJ) 78.38 14.86 6.76 74 

Fort Myers News-Press (FL) 90.20 3.92 5.88 51 

Average Within C6 71.26 15.80 12.93 348 

T3: Data chart comparing locally generated and wire news content within C6. 
 

Geographical Impact on Locally Generated and Wire News Publication 

RQ2) How do figures concerning locally generated and wire generated front page content 

vary among American geographical regions? 

 Concerning the second research question, on potential regional differences 

concerning locally generated news content and wire news content published on front pages, 

data illustrated little deviation across geographical categorizations. Given the national 

average of 79.15% locally generated content published on the front pages of American 

newspapers, there was a maximum 7% deviation from the national average – not an 

insignificant difference, but also not a major distinction. Publications in the Rocky Mountain 

and South / Central Region published slightly less locally generated content, while 

newspapers in the Midwest and Southeast published slightly more. (See Table 4) 
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T4: Overall Use of Locally Generated / Wire Content  
by Geographical Region 
All Figures in Percentages 

Region 

 

Local AP NYT / Other Wire Count 

 
Rocky Mountain Region 71.71 20.39 7.89 304 

South / Central Region 71.93 21.80 6.27 367 

Pacific Region 73.56 18.85 7.59 382 

Northern Region 76.17 18.13 5.70 386 

Midwest Region 83.73 13.39 2.89 381 

Southeast Region 86.52 7.84 5.64 319 

National Publications 99.50 0.00 0.50 202 

Average 79.15 15.38 5.47 2341 

 T4: Data chart comparing locally generated and wire news content by geography. 
 
 Unlike F1, data revealed no statistical difference between reliance on the Associated 

Press or usage of other wire services based upon geographical categorization.  

Foci of Locally Generated and Wire News Content 

RQ3) What topics do locally generated content and wire news content tend to focus on? Are 

some subject matters reserved for local writers, while others expressed primarily through 

wire services? Or not? 

 Concerning RQ3, on a holistic assessment of the subject matters of locally generated 

content and wire content, data revealed several interesting elements of locally generated and 

wire news coverage. Most importantly, domestic politics was clearly the top priority, 

dominating nearly a third of all locally generated news content and a bit more for AP and 

other wire content – 30.7% of all locally generated news was devoted to domestic politics, as 

was 37.2% of all AP news and 37.5% of news from other wire services. Law enforcement 

news, education news and advocacy articles were each considerably more common within 

locally generated content, while wire services were more likely to cover sports and foreign 

policy. There were also interesting commonalities concerning court and weather-related 

news. (See Table 5) 
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T5: Holistic Subject Matter Focus of  
Locally Generated and Wire News Content 

All Figures in Percentages 
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Local 30.71 8.85 7.23 7.56 3.72 6.69 12.20 3.08 19.97 1853 

AP 37.22 3.89 8.89 1.39 6.11 7.50 0.56 10.00 24.44 360 

NYT / Other Wire 37.50 3.13 10.94 0.00 4.69 5.47 1.56 13.28 23.44 128 

Overall 32.08 7.77 7.69 6.19 4.14 6.75 9.82 4.70 20.85 2341 

T5: Data chart comparing subject matter with locally generated and wire news 
content. 

 
 Analyzing these distinctions based upon regional focus is also helpful. Generally 

speaking, most locally generated content focused on local areas. Out of 1101 locally focused 

articles and 211 articles on adjacent areas, only 4 and 18 articles were from wire services – 

very low .4% and 8.5% figures, respectively. National and international news presented the 

opposite phenomenon, with 70.5% of the nationally focused articles and 58.6% of the 

internationally focused articles originating from wire services. It is important to note that the 

majority locally generated national and international articles stemmed from national 

publications included in this study, and not from the majority of small newspapers 

comprising most of the data set. 
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Secondary Results 

Impact of Size and Geography on Topical Foci 

 This study is primarily concerned with the amount of locally generated and wire 

content published on the front pages of a wide variety of American newspapers, and data has 

illustrated several key trends and distinctions in that regard. However, the data set has also 

indicated several other noteworthy findings that – while only indirectly related to the 

relationship between locally generated and wire news content – deserve independent 

recognition. 

RQ4) What topics do circulation categories and regional groups focus on, concerning both 

locally generated content and wire service content? Are there particular trends concerning 

small or large newspapers, or special preferences regarding particular geographic regions? 

 RQ4 addressed a circulation size-based and geographically based assessment of 

subject matter, and was the only research question effectively independent of the primary 

emphasis on locally generated and wire news content. Analyzing circulation size and subject 

matter holistically revealed several key findings. 

 First and foremost, data illustrated that domestic politics, across all circulation sizes 

and geographical regions, was undoubtedly the top priority. Approximately a third of all 

front page news content was devoted to domestic politics, ranging from 38.3% for the C1 ( < 

4,999 ) category to 33.4% for the C7 (100,000 – 499,999) category; the only aberrations were 

national publications, which tempered their focus on domestic politics with an increased 

emphasis on military and foreign political news. Smaller publications were also much more 

likely to cover community or advocacy news than larger publications.  

 Data also reveals that excluding national publications, there are significant 

commonalities across all circulation categories. There is little statistical deviation between 
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C1 and C7 concerning law enforcement and courts news, and only subtle (and, in some cases, 

publication-specific) variations concerning education, sports and weather news. 

 In short, outside of a small handful of national publications, there are not tremendous 

differences between subjects covered by small and large American newspapers. (See Table 

6) 

T6: Subject Matter Focus Across Circulation Categories 
All Figures in Percentages 
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C1: < 4,999 38.29 8.56 4.50 12.16 0.45 1.80 19.82 1.35 13.06 222 

C2: 5,000 - 9,999 36.05 12.24 9.52 3.74 0.34 5.10 16.33 0.00 16.67 294 

C3: 10,000 - 19,999 31.47 7.97 7.97 7.97 7.97 4.78 13.94 2.39 15.54 251 

C4: 20,000 - 29,999 27.83 8.26 6.12 9.48 3.98 10.09 12.54 3.06 18.65 327 

C5: 30,000 - 49,999 34.30 6.10 7.27 5.23 5.52 7.27 5.81 6.10 22.38 344 

C6: 50,000 - 99,999 30.75 7.18 11.21 4.60 4.60 7.76 4.89 3.45 25.57 348 

C7: 100K – 500K 33.43 7.93 7.65 5.10 3.97 7.65 6.23 8.22 19.83 353 

C8: > 500,000 23.27 2.97 5.45 1.98 6.44 7.43 1.49 14.36 36.63 202 

Average 32.08 7.77 7.69 6.19 4.14 6.75 9.82 4.70 20.85 2341 

 T6: Data chart comparing subject matter and circulation size. 
 

State Political News 

 While not explicitly addressed by a research question, categorization of subject matter 

and regional focus revealed somewhat haphazard trends concerning state news, primarily 

state political coverage. In one regard, concerning RQ3 and regional focus for locally 

generated and wire news content, state news presented a transition point between local and 

national news. While .4% of all news covering local issues originated from a wire service, 

building to 70.5% for nationally oriented news, state news fell between the two with 27.9% 

originating from a wire service. The same trends are visible concerning locally generated 

content, which transitioned from 99.6% of all locally focused news to 72.1% state focused 
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news and 29.5% nationally oriented news. These figures are complicated because they 

include locally generated content at the three national publications, which are clear 

exceptions given their national audience. But even considering those exceptions, state news 

clearly occupies a niche between local and national news.  

 However, the data also reveals the pluralistic nature of state government in general. 

Not every state legislature meets during the same periods, and not every state holds elections 

during the same years – or, even, on the same days – so tabulating state government news 

here can be problematic. It would take a full two year analysis, effectively, to ensure data 

was collected at a time when all 50 state legislatures were active. Activity on a state level can 

also be relative, since the pace of government work can vary widely from legislative body to 

legislative body. 

 Furthermore, and more consequentially, there appears to be a correlation between 

distance to the state capitol and coverage of state political news. Of the top 10 publishers of 

state news within this data set, eight represented capital cities themselves, as well as five of 

the six C7 (100,000 – 499,999 daily circulation) publications. However, a number of small 

publications within or near capital cities – including the Santa Fe New Mexican (NM), The 

Lawrence Journal-World (KS) and The Pierre Capital Journal (SD)  – published a 

comparable number of stories concerning state government. Other publications, across 

several circulation categories, published a minimum of state news coverage. 

The “Lightning Rod” 

 As a safeguard, this study incorporated the “Lightning Rod” option into its variables 

for regional focus. The option was designed to illustrate publication‟s coverage of national or 

international events through a local framework – say, the Lewiston Sun-Journal’s
57

 (ME) 

article on a local Olympian competing internationally, or the Idaho Statesman’s
58

 (ID) 
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coverage of local reactions to Idahoans imprisoned in Haiti. Such instances do not quite 

constitute international coverage, nor are they entirely local events. 

 Statistically, however, the phenomenon proved fairly uncommon. Only 142 articles, 

or 6.1% of the total, fit the criteria for this analysis. They were most common at 12.1% and 

9.6% within the C6 and C7 groupings (50,000 – 99,999 and 100,000 – 499,999 daily 

circulation, respectably) although they were noticeable in smaller circulation categories. It is 

also unfair to consider the practice concerning national publications since, effectively, any 

story written for a national audience will contain local ties to somewhere. 

 The criteria worked effectively, however, both as a methodological device and as a 

practice worthy of study. It is outside the principal framework of this analysis, but 

nonetheless noteworthy. 
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Discussion  

The 30-50-60 Curve? Or the Funk Groove? 

 This study, on the amount of locally generated and wire news content across a wide 

variety of American newspapers, yielded two critical findings and a number of noteworthy 

distinctions, concerning both unique trends and improbable commonalities. 

 Of foremost importance is the observation that usage of locally generated content 

creates, in effect, an irregular bell curve when mapped across circulation sizes. Among the 

smallest of newspapers, local content is held at a premium, with circulation categories 

beneath 29,999 daily circulation (C1 – C4) publishing between 80.08% (C3) and 86.24% 

(C4) locally generated content on their front pages. The numbers for major metropolitan 

newspapers (C7, 100,000 – 499,999 daily circulation) are approximately the same, while 

national publications feature locally generated content almost exclusively on their front 

pages. 

 Between them, however, lies a suspicious drop in publication of locally generated 

content. Newspapers between 30,000 and 49,999 (C5) daily circulation run an average of 

only 60.17% locally generated content – utilizing a dramatic 250% more wire content than 

the national average – and apply that policy consistently across the nation. Publications with 

slightly higher circulation rebuff that aberration a bit, but remain deviated from the mean: 

newspapers with daily circulation between 50,000 and 99,999 (C6) publish an average of 

71.26% locally generated content, still noticeably below the national average. 

 Newspapers within the C5 categorization also publish considerably more nationally-

oriented news content than any other non-national publication. Newspapers with daily 

circulation between 30,000 and 49,999 devote 25.9% of their news content to national news, 

most of it wire news, while publications in the C6 and C7 groupings (50,000 – 99,999 and 
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100,000 – 499,999) publish an average of about 14% national news content – nearly half as 

much as their counterparts inside the 30-50-60 Curve, despite having far more resources and 

a larger audience. 

Such data could indicate that the drop in publication of locally generated news 

content is, to a degree, systematic – that at a certain point, newspapers begin increasing 

reliance on wire news content and lowering their emphasis on locally generated news. 

Current data indicates that this phenomenon begins within the C5 categorization. 

Daily newspapers with a daily circulation between approximately 30,000 and 50,000 

publish only about 60% locally generated content on their front pages. This points to what 

can be referred to as a “30-50-60 Curve,” illustrating the statistical drop in locally generated 

news which accompanies this circulation size. The curve is quite vivid when graphed, and 

such visualization is helpful when documenting the prevalence of this phenomenon. 

However, data within the national study of the 50,000 – 99,999 circulation category 

complicate this designation. Potentially, further study within the 20,000 – 29,999 circulation 

category could reveal further complications. If the curve is not exclusively contained within 

such a categorization, can its title fairly exclude other circulation groups? 

Such complexities have led to the (somewhat) sarcastic moniker of a “Funk Groove,” 

illustrating a visual depiction of the phenomenon that is both tangible and effective. It is, of 

course, also punny and needlessly egocentric, but it may nonetheless have a scholastic future. 

This study will address the phenomenon as the 30-50-60 Curve for clarity while 

acknowledging the term‟s imperfect nature, as well as the possibility of revision during 

future drafts. 

Could such a curve be related to newsroom size? Could the 30,000 – 50,000 

circulation range be a tipping point, where the professional capacity of a newspaper is out of 
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step with the needs or expectations of its community? Or is there a perceived difference, 

between what these communities expect of their publications, and what reporters and editors 

believe their customers desire?  

Or could the 30-50-60 curve be entirely unrelated to the newsroom? The cities 

reflected within the C5 categorization have remarkably different population sizes, ranging 

from approximately 40,000 citizens in Lima, Ohio to more than 225,000 in Lake Charles, 

Louisiana. Why, then, do such divergent communities have newspapers with similar 

circulation sizes? Could the curve reflect peculiarities in designating circulation practices in 

mid-range markets, or instead relate to dynamic characteristics within those markets 

themselves? 

These questions cannot be answered here. Current data indicates that the 30-50-60 

Curve is statistically valid, and indicates that, for whatever reason, newspapers within this 

categorization are much more likely to publish nationally-oriented news than almost all other 

newspapers. Beyond these implications, current data cannot explicate the cause or reasons 

behind the curve. It seems highly probable, however, that the answer is somehow tied to 

circulation size. 

Political Predominance 

 The second major finding of this data relates to political news, and concerns both 

locally generated news content and wire news content. Across almost all circulation 

categories, as well as all geographical regions, newspapers published between approximately 

28% and 38% news content concerning domestic politics – regardless of whether that content 

was locally generated or originated from a wire service. The national average was 32.1% 

including national publications, and 32.9% excluding the C8 (> 500,000 daily circulation) 

category. 
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 Domestic political content was also almost equally likely to be produced by local 

staff writers or wire services. Across the data set, 30.7% of all locally generated content 

concerned domestic politics, along with 37.2% of AP content and 37.5% of all other wire 

content. While locally generated and wire content were individually associated with other 

subject matters, their principle commonality was a focus – indeed, potentially a 

preoccupation – with domestic political news. 

 Furthermore, the only statistical aberration to the focus on domestic political news 

came from national newspapers, which focused only 23.3% of their front page content on 

domestic political news. But such publications more than compensated with news concerning 

military action and foreign politics, at 14.4% - bumping the total for political coverage up to 

37.7%, a figure consistent with smaller publication‟s focus on domestic politics. This is 

understandable, given that the majority of small publications lack the resources to 

substantially cover foreign affairs. 

 To be fair, the substance of such domestic political news is hardly static. The category 

incorporates everything from mundane action by local county commissioners to high profile 

debates on congressional legislation. Additionally, much of the political news is also related 

to other topics; both the county commissioners and the congressional delegates are discussing 

topics like roadwork and health care, after all. However, it is still noteworthy that the 

omnipresence of political news ascends vertically from municipal government to federal 

committees, and that no level of political discussion appears capable of supplanting any other 

– locally generated political news is almost as common as wire political news, even though 

both are associated with dramatically different levels of governance. It is also important to 

note that, in most cases, the topics under discussion only received coverage within the 

context of a political discussion, and not in their own right. 
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 Why, then, is nearly a third of all front page newspaper coverage in America 

dedicated to political news? Does this represent widespread national interest in politics, or 

does it indicate a disparity between editor‟s narrow choices and diverse readership interests 

that are being ignored? Or does it reflect a compensatory measure by newspapers in the face 

of 24-hour cable news cycles and an avalanche of online political content? 

 Again, current data cannot answer these questions. But it is apparent that American 

newspapers consider domestic political news their top priority. Whether the American public 

shares that sentiment, and what impact that focus will have on evolving media markets, are 

other matters. 
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Discussion of Secondary Results 

 This study, on the amount of locally generated and wire content on the front pages of 

a variety of American newspapers, uncovered a variety of secondary results during its 

analysis. While not as significant as its two major findings, or as potentially pertinent to the 

production or study of newspaper journalism, these findings are nonetheless noteworthy in 

their own right. 

Geographical Unanimity 

It is noteworthy that geographical location had little statistical impact on newspaper 

content, indicating that both political and social boundaries may have little effect on 

newspaper production. Concerning the amounts of locally generated content and wire 

content, all regions were within 7% of the national average – 9% excluding the national 

publications – which is not a significant deviation. It is interesting that newspapers 

(effectively) west of the Mississippi River published an average of 6% less local content than 

the national average, while publications in the Midwest and Southeast published 

approximately 6% - 7% more. However, these statistics are not significant enough to venture 

theoretical exploration. 

 It is theoretically possible that regional identity affects small newspapers in different 

ways, just as it is theoretically possible that regional data highlighted here would be verified 

upon further study. Currently, however, both options remain simply theoretical possibilities. 

State Political News 

The findings concerning state political news are noteworthy, although not entirely germane 

to this particular study. If it is true that state political coverage is contingent upon proximity 

to state capitol grounds rather than publication size, then such a finding could have 

tremendous impact on the production and understanding of both state government and 
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regional metropolitan newspapers. It is also noteworthy that the majority of state news was 

political in nature, and not rooted in other subject matter. 

 However, currently, complexities concerning state government structures, legislative 

schedules and newspaper competition in different markets make it difficult to explore this 

concept without further research. Even differences concerning state geography could play a 

role. Does analyzing state political coverage in South Dakota, Utah and Florida – states with 

no major urban areas, one urban area and a dozen major cities, respectively – even provide a 

fair comparison? 

 It is certainly logical that newspapers in different states handle state political news 

differently, given the unique nature of each individual province, and that competition and 

market forces could play an equal role in that coverage. It is also certainly logical that this 

data set has illustrated some of those differences, potentially a great many of them, that can 

be uncovered with thorough and specialized research. Development beyond these 

contingencies, however, is not currently possible. 

The “Lightning Rod” 

The “Lightning Rod” assessment, which categorized coverage of international event‟s 

impact on local individuals, and vice-versa, proved compelling on a qualitative level, if not a 

quantitative one. A number of adaptive frames were used to incorporate national and 

international events into local news, concerning both tragedies and triumphs, and qualitative 

scholarship concerning identity construction could potentially benefit a great deal from a 

more thorough analysis of this material. It is also noteworthy that the phenomenon was fairly 

uniform throughout the nation, and it is compelling that the practice was most common 

among larger newspapers in the C6 and C7 groupings (50,000 – 99,999 and 100,000 – 

499,999 daily circulation, respectively). Logically, such a technique would be more prevalent 
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in smaller communities which, presumably, have a more entrenched definition of local and 

non-local identity. The current data, however, does not support that conclusion. 

 At only 6.1% of the total data set, their low statistical prevalence makes a quantitative 

analysis of the criteria inefficient. And while a qualitative analysis of a sub-set of data would 

be an addendum here, it would make meritorious research as an independent inquiry.  
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Opportunities for Future Research 

 This study, on the amount of locally generated content and wire content on the front 

pages of a wide variety of American newspapers, provides ample opportunity for future 

research. 

 First, the discovery of a “30-50-60 Curve” invites further investigation on both 

practical and theoretical levels. The theory, which stipulates that reliance on locally 

generated content drops dramatically among newspapers between 30,000 and 50,000 daily 

circulation to about 60% of their front pages, has been identified by this study and roughly 

corroborated by a previous study on publications in Texas. However, further statistical 

research is necessary to confirm or refute this discovery. Given this sampling, the curve is 

observable; is the phenomenon present across a wider cross-section of newspapers within this 

circulation category? And how does the curve fluctuate given more specific changes within 

that circulation range? 

 Furthermore, this data provides no answers for explaining the curve, only identifying 

it. There are several compelling research options that could explore the reasons for the curve. 

Interviews with editors at publications within that circulation category could be enlightening, 

particularly those which address newsroom size and financial strength. More thorough 

analysis of individual markets, both concerning economic markets and competition with 

other media outlets, could illustrate the motivations behind the curve. Additionally, analyzing 

how circulation sizes are designated, enforced and tabulated could be helpful. The cities 

which illustrate the curve in this study have markedly different populations; could such 

distinctions be a factor? 

 Secondly, this study has demonstrated that, effectively, about a third of all front page 

news is related to politics. Circulation size, regional geography and even the distinction 
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between locally generated content and wire content all reflect this statistical dominance at 

similar rates. Why? Further research could answer that question. 

 Interviews with editors could determine how deliberate, or deliberative, the emphasis 

on political news has become. An analysis of market forces and local competition, both 

offline and online, could determine if the political emphasis is in any way a response to 

market competition or evolving media formats. A wider analysis of wire content creation, 

rather than publication as discussed here, could also be helpful. If the Associated Press and 

other wire services are simply writing more political news stories, then it is logical to assume 

that newspapers are not necessarily favoring wire news which focuses on political coverage; 

under that scenario, they are simply publishing what is available. But even that outcome 

would not explain why locally generated content favors political news by an almost equal 

margin. Could a specialized inter-media agenda setting accomplish that goal instead? 

 Thirdly, this study identifies a number of secondary results that could be explored in 

greater detail. Why do community and circulation size appear to play a greater role than 

regional geography in determining the amount of locally generated news content and wire 

content on the front page? Why is state news predominately focused on state politics, and is 

state political news really determined most by geography? And why are small newspapers so 

reluctant to consider local stories about international events, even as larger publications 

embrace the “Lightning Rod” technique? And, furthermore, what qualitatively defines the 

Lightning Rod, or separates it from other localization research? 

 Because the current data set has been stored, such analyses are viable possibilities for 

future research. For the moment, however, data concerning locally generated content, the 30-

50-60 Curve and the nationwide dominance of political news deserve ample contemplation. 
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